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a b s t r a c t

Maintenance actions are necessary for ensuring proper operations of control systems under
component degradation. However, current condition-based maintenance (CBM) models
based on component health indices are not suitable for degraded control systems.
Indeed, failures of control systems are only determined by the controller outputs, and
the feedback mechanism compensates the control performance loss caused by the compo-
nent deterioration. Thus, control systems may still operate normally even if the component
health indices exceed failure thresholds. This work investigates the CBM model of control
systems and employs the reduced control performance as a direct degradation measure for
deciding maintenance activities. The reduced control performance depends on the under-
lying component degradation modelled as a Wiener process and the feedback mechanism.
To this aim, the controller features are quantified by developing a dynamic and stochastic
control block diagram-based simulation model, consisting of the degraded components
and the control mechanism. At each inspection, the system receives a maintenance action
if the control performance deterioration exceeds its preventive-maintenance or failure
thresholds. Inspired by realistic cases, the component degradation model considers ran-
dom start time and unit-to-unit variability. The cost analysis of maintenance model is con-
ducted via Monte Carlo simulation. Optimal maintenance strategies are investigated to
minimize the expected maintenance costs, which is a direct consequence of the control
performance. The proposed framework is able to design preventive maintenance actions
on a gas power plant, to ensuring required load frequency control performance against a
sudden load increase. The optimization results identify the trade-off between system
downtime and maintenance costs as a function of preventive maintenance thresholds
and inspection frequency. Finally, the control performance-based maintenance model
can reduce maintenance costs as compared to CBM and pre-scheduled maintenance.
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1. Introduction

Control systems perform critical tasks in many industrial applications, e.g. manufacture systems [1], transportation sys-
tems [2,3], and power systems [4,5]. The components of control systems, i.e. actuators and sensors, are subject to degrada-
tion when operating under severe working conditions [5–9].

Nomenclature

Gg , Gcp, Gcb, Gt transfer functions of governor, compressor, combustor and turbine
b, c gas turbine constants of the fuel valve positioner
X, Y lead and lag time constants of the turbine speed governor
Tc , Tf combustion reaction time delay and turbine fuel time constant
Tt compressor discharge time constant
Df frequency deviation of the power system
DPn

G output of gas turbine n
DPd sudden load increase
Kp, Tp gain and the time constant of the power system
B, R frequency bias and governor speed regulation parameter
Ts sampling interval of the PMU
CðzÞ digital controller
KP , KI , KD proportional, integral and derivative gains of the PID controller
Df , De degradation of the flow capacity and of the efficiency
Dd, w measurement drift and measurement errors
T operation time of the power system
NdðTÞ number of actuators which have started degrading at time T
N total number of actuators
Tn starting time point of the degradation process An for actuator n
mðTÞ, MðTÞ intensity and cumulative intensity of the NHPP
XnðTÞ degradation level of actuator n at time T
Dn
e , D

n
f reduction of efficiency and flow capacity

kn drift parameter denoting the aging rate of actuator n
rB standard deviation indicating the randomness in the aging process
Bð�Þ Brownian motion
Tn degradation time of actuator n
Nð�Þ normal distribution
uk, rk mean and standard deviation of the drift parameter
Yn:k degradation observation
pðknÞ prior distribution of kn
pðknjYn:kÞ posterior distribution of kn given Yn:k
pðYn:kjknÞ sampling distribution of Yn:k

f d;max maximum transient frequency drop (undershoot frequency)
f f ;in frequency recovery time after load increase
TI inspection interval
MPO, MST preventive maintenance thresholds of PO and ST
LPO, LST failure thresholds of PO and ST
CMk indicates whether the power system receives a corrective maintenance at time kTI

PMk indicates whether the power system receives a preventive maintenance at time kTI .
Dtk system downtime before time kTI

Tk
p, T

k
f time instants at which the control system exceeds the preventive and the failure thresholds, respectively, be-

tween two consecutive k� 1 and k inspections
Tk
pPO

, Tk
pST

time instants at which the features PO and ST exceed the preventive thresholds, respectively, between inspection
k� 1 and k

Tk
f PO

, Tk
f ST

time instants at which the features PO and ST exceed the failure thresholds, respectively, between inspection
k� 1 and k

E½RL� expected length of the maintenance cycle
RL maintenance cycle of the system
cPM , cCM unit costs of preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance
cDT , cI unit costs of system downtime and inspection activities
CðM; L; TIÞ average cost per maintenance action
LCðM; L; TIÞ long-term maintenance cost
A system availability
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